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R&umb. Les effets de la temptrature et de la vitesse sur le comportement des mattriaux sont lits aux processus 
micromtcaniques activts thermiquement, notamment lors de la crtation de surfaces libres de rupture. Pour prtdire 
vendommagement par Ccaillage des mattriaux sous chargement dynarnique, nous avons dttermint dans une premibre 
6tude numtrique, dans le cas Clastique, la contrainte critique minimale d'tcaillage en fonction du temps de chargement 
critique correspondant. Cornme la rupture dynamique est influencte par les proprittes physiques du mattriau, de ce fait 
un critbre cumulatif [ I ]  lit  I'tnergie d'activation de stparation du mattriau et la loi constitutive viscoplatique tenant 
compte des effets de la dtformation, de la vitesse de dtformation et de la temptrature, ont ttk implementd dans un code 
de calcul,par tltments finis. Les profils de vitesse de la surface libre calcults pour plusieur vitesses d'impact, 
montrent la creation de nouvelles surfaces libres dans la plaque cible. L'influence des parametres physique est discud 
sur la base des rtsultats numtrique. 

Abstract. Numerical analysis has been performed by implementation of a cumulative dynamic fracture criterion [I]  
which depends on the free energy of activation of separation, temperature and the load history. First series of 
calculation has been performed for elastic case to obtain minimum critical spall-fracture stress as a function of critical 
time of loading. Next, a viscoplastic constitutive relation which includes the effects of strain hardening, strain rate 
and temperature, along with cumulative criterion and heat conduction, because of temperature increase due to volume 
dilatation and dissipation of plastic work, has been implemented in FE code. Also, free surface velocity-time profiles 
have been calculated for a number of impact velocities, showing creation of new free surfaces inside the target plate. 
The influence of physical parameters is discussed on the basis of numerical results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Spallation is a particular kind of dynamic fracture and fragmentation. The first observation of spall has 
been probably reported in XIX century. The spall mechanics became the subject of interest in many 
laboratories for its extent to a variety of applications, particularly in terminal ballistics and detonics. A 
comprehensive discussion of the physical features associated with dynamic fracture of solids can be found 
for example in the review articles by Meyers and Aimone [2], and Curran, Seaman and Shockey [3]. 

In order to make a more detailed study of spalling, it is necessary to use plane stress wave generators 
or platelplate impact configuration. This group of methods represents the most common procedure for 
investigating the plane waves in materials. This is due to the relative ease with which the properties of 
waves can be studied. It is clear that in such experiment the elastic or plastic wave propagation, strain rate 
and temperature effects, are all superimposed at the same time. It is attempted in this paper to discuss by 
numerical analysis the influence of these factors on spallation of an aluminum alloy. A series of numerical 
simulations was performed to model spall behavior of aluminum alloy 7020-T6, by implementing in a FE 
code, elasto-viscoplastic constitutive relations, thermal coupling and the cumulative fracture criterion which 
includes effects of temperature and the history of loading [I]. 

2. REMARKS ON EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

plate impact experiment was used to produce plane waves in order to study the phenomenon of spallation 
fn  7020-T6 alloy. This experimental technique seems to be the best because the velocity and planarity of 
Impact can be precisely controlled. The material studied was an aluminum alloy 7020-T6, with density 
Pz2.780 glcm3, Young's modulus E=72.0 GPa and Poisson's ratio v=0.33. Different target lengths and 
One target diameter were used in experiments: 2 mrn I h I 10 rnm and d=57 mm. The longitudinal elastic- 
wave speed under uniaxial strain condition was found as C1=6.0878 IIUIIIWS. 

Preliminary compression tests, [4], have been on this aluminum alloy. It was found that 
this alloy after rolling and treatment T6 is moderately rate sensitive with relatively high strain hardening 
rate. 
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Symmetric impact experiments using a gas-gun [5], were performed in vacuum to find critical 
conditions of spall which occurs in the interior of the target plate made of 7020-T6. The gas-gun was 
completely automatized and was equiped with an optical system to measure the impact velocity of the 
projectile. The specimens were soft recovered with a specially designed catcher to prevent any secondary 
damage. The thickness of impactor was half of the target thickness, this geometry was used in order to 
assure the proper interaction of the waves in the interior of the target. 

3. CONSTITUTIVES EQUATIONS 

The aluminum alloy is assumed to obey rate dependent 52 (Huber-Mises) flow theory of plasticity with 
isotropic hardening. It is furthermore assumed that the total deformation rate can be decomposed additively 
into elastic and inelastic part. 

&.. = &= + &P 
V V V (1) 

The elastic deformation rate is governed by Hooke's law, eq.(2), and the inelastic one is governed by the 
rate equations (2)-(6). 
Governing equations: 
Elasticity: 

6 = 2@" + +&.be' 
IJ V V (2) 

Plasticity: 

1 

- equivalent plastic strain: Hp' = :*dl 

0 
. 3 S i j L I  - plastic flow rule: &!?I = --&p 
"20, 

(5) 

Here &$' is the effective plastic strain rate, ep' is the equivalent plastic strain rate, a, is the effective stress 

and sv is the deviatoric part of the stress tensor. 
The strain rate dependence of material is given by a power constitutive relation [6] of the form : 

T 
with B(T)  = Bo m(T)  = rno - 

Tm 

where 5 is the equivalent yield stress at non-zero plastic strain rate, Bo is the plasticity modulus and EO, 

&o are respectively the reference strain and the reference strain rate, no and mo are the strain hardening 
exponent and the strain rate sensitivity, both at T=OK, q is the temperature sensitivity. Of course, before 
numerical analysis all of these material constants must be found. The material constants which describe 
strain hardening and strain rate and temperature sensitivity of aluminum alloy A1 7020-T6 are presented in 
the Table. 1, [4]. 
Table 1. 

4. THERMOMECANICAL COUPLING 

Fast plastic deformation involves increases in temperature due to adiabatic heating. To accurately predict 
the response of material, the effect of temperature on the flow stress must be included in a constitutive 
model. Thus, in coupled themomechanical problems an additional field equation is added to the usual field 
equations. This additional equation, the heat conduction equation, provides a link between ~nechanical 
deformation fields and the additional unknown temperature field, T(x,t), and is given by 

g o  
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1 
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s- I 
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0.289 
1 
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Value 
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m0 

0.2248 
1 

4 

1.118 
1 

B0 

1352. 

MPa 

Tm 

877. 
K 



where K is the thermal diffusivity, p is the density, C,, is the heat capacity, P is Taylor-Quiney 
coefficient, a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, and 
$ is the initial temperature. The first term on the right represents heating due to irreversible plastic 
deformation and the second term represents changes of temperature due to the reversible thermoelastic 

When the heat equation is introduced into FE code it can be shown then that the approximation of 
heating transforms the problem to an ordinary differential equation which makes it possible to 

update the temperature in the constitutive subroutine. This ordinary differential equation can be integrated 
locally by the same subroutine as for the constitutive equations. Such approach makes the formulation 
computationally advantageous, then the equation of heat conduction takes the form : 

Equation (8) has been implemented in the'FE code ~ A Q U S  together with the constitutive model and the 
dynamic cumulative criterion of spalling which is discussed below. Thus, the problem is completely 
coupled with temperature, including the spall criterion used. 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE SPALL CRITERIA 

Fracture is the result of variety of microscopic rate processes, but each of these processes is not accessible 
directly for a global analysis and modelling. Development of useful engineering models, together with the 
use of modem numerical methods, are of great importance and show promise for making fracture an 
understood and predictable event at different loading rates and temperatures. 

To determine the critical conditions in spalling Cochran and Banner [7] used for example the peak of 
velocity on the free surface of the target when a spall occurs. In such case the velocity of the free surface 
does not return to zero. It was found that the ratio between the free-surface velocities of the spall to the 
compression pulse peaks provided a good correlation with void densities at the spall plane. A criterion 
based on the pull-back free-surface velocity was used in [8] to calculate the stress initiation of spall. 

It is generally accepted that the rate and temperature effects are closely related to the thermally 
activated micromechanical processes of fracturing. The concept that thermal activation is involved in 
material separation during fracture processes has been pursued by Zhurkov[9]. It means in the other words 
that in a stressed body the creation of free surfaces occurs via thermal activation processes. 

The kinetic concept of the mechanism of fracture is understood as a time process which rate is 
determined by stress and temperature. From this standpoint, the investigation of time and temperature 
factors become very important for the understanding of the mechanism of fracture phenomenon. In this 
spirit, systematic studies of the relationship between the life-time of solids under load and the magnitude of 
the tensile stress and temperature have been previously carried out, [9]. However, those studies were 
limited to the long-time span. In such case the relationship revealed between the life time tc, the critical 
stress oF, and the absolute temperature T can be written in the form of kinetic equation: 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, tc, and Go represent material constants and V* is so called the 

activation volume. The dependence of barrier energy AH = Go - v*oF on stress results in sharp 
acceleration of the fracture process in stressed body, and in a decrease of its life time under load. Zhurkov 
pointed out that the identity of general law governing the life time of both polymers and metals, as well as 
the coincidence of the activation energy for the rate of fracture with the interatomic binding energy, permits 
for generalization of the kinetic concept of strength to all solids. More recently, Dremin and Molodets [lo] 
have proposed to modify and apply the criterion (9) to spall mechanics. The modification was to some 
extent inconclusive since the analysis of experimental data for spalling and slow fracture revealed necessity 
of a complete change of parameters for the same materials at those different time scales. Klepaczko, [1,11] 
have proposed different approach to the Boltzmann statistics to formulate a fracture criterion for short and 
very short loading times. The most logic approach is to assume that the frequency of damage, or the rate of 
microcracks or microvoids evolution, is in the form : 
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where N, No, a, and aFO are respectively the rate of damage, the fundamental rate, the local stress and 

the threshold stress, AG(oF) is the stress dependent free energy of activation taken after Yokobori, A G ~  
is the barrier energy for non stressed body. Thus, The following cumulative fracture criterion in the 
integral form was proposed by Klepaczko, [I]  : 

AGO ; rc < tco a, FS with a(T)  = - kT 
Where ope, rco et a(T)  are three material constants at constant temperature To, tCo is the longest critical 

time when aF(tCo) = CTF~, for tc>rco, OF = OFO and oF0 = const. The exponent a (T)  is temperature 
dependent and is related to the activation energy of material separation AGO, with k the Boltzmann constant 
and T the absolute temperature. When the process is non-isothermal, as it happens in the case of spaIIing, 
the exponent a(T)  is time dependent via changes of temperature during loading or unloading, a(T,t). In 
this case eq.(ll) must be integrated accordingly, including the temperature history T(t). 

6. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In order to analyse the mechanics of wave propagation together with the spall phenomenon a series of 
numerical FE simulation has been performed for aluminum alloy 7020-T6. The constitutive equations (1)- 
(6) ,  the equation of heat conduction, (8) and the cumulative fracture criterion, equation (1 I), have been 
implemented in the finite element code ABAQUS (explicit version) by writing a user subroutine. The 
material constants used in all simulations are given in Table 1, in addition P=0.9, C -923 [Jkg K]. A 
circular target plate d= 57.0 mm loaded by a square pressure pulse has been analysed. thickness of the 
flyer plate was assumed the same as used during the experiments, L1 = 5.0 mm, thickness of the target 
plate L2 = 10.0 mm. Due to radial symmetry only half of the flyer and the target has been simulated. The 
mesh adopted had 725 axisymmetric elements. The time increment was assumed constant, At=21.6 ns. 

Most of the simulations were carried out up to the total time of 4.6 ps, which is sufficient for several 
elastic wave passages across the target thickness, and long enough for a complete spallation. 

First series of numerical simulations have been performed assuming only the thermo-elastic 
coupling. The thermo-elastic effect due to dilatational response is usually neglected in standard 
calculations. It is also known that thermo-elastic increments of temperature are reversible. The increment is 
AT for the compressive wave and -AT for the tensile wave. In Fig. 1 are shown the thermoelastic profiles 
of the temperature for three impact velocities, Vi=40 m/s, Vi=80 m/s and Vi=250 mls. The reversible 
thermoelastic effect is clearly noted. This preliminary result confirms the correct approach to the thermal 
coupling. 

Several simulations were performed over a range of different impact velocities. These calculations 
have been done to find the minimum critical stress a, of spall-fracure as a function of the critical time of 
loading t, using criterion (1 l), Fig.2. It has been found that for the configuration analysed the spalling can 

occur above velocity Vi=80 m/s for 0,=1.25 GPa and tc=1.64 ps. Comparison of numerical results with 
experiments are also shown in Fig.2, the result is correct, the spall stress OF is increasing with the 
decrease of time of load. In the case of instantaneous loading, which is an ideal case without risetime, the 
critical spall time tc is slightly shorter than in the real case. Because in reality the rise time before spa11 
fracture is not zero an introduction of the rise time is necessan in a more exact numerical scheme. 

' ' ~ " ~ ' . " "  I 2 4 
Time ILLS? 

5 
-. - 

Figure 1. Figure 2. 



Second series of simulations was performed taking into account the elasto-viscoplastic behavior of 
the aluminum alloy 7020-T6, thus taking into account strain hardening, strain rate sensitivity and the 
temperature coupling, that is the heat generated by the volume change and the energy dissipation due to 
plastic work, the results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Time [ps] 
Figure 3. 

SPALLED ZONE 

LL - 
Time = 3.614 [ps] 
Figure 4. 

In Fig.3 are shown the temperature profiles due to dilatation and dissipation of plastic work in the middle 
of the target plate for impact velocities Vi=40 m/s, Vi=80 m/s and Vi=250 mls. In the case of more 
advanced plastic deformation, the critical time is longer than for the elastic case. This is caused by a delay 
time in initiation of yielding and the plastic flow increases the rise time. On the other hand, the cumulation 
of damage until fracture is completed also requires time. In order to find numerically the critical conditions 
for spalling and creation of a new free surface inside the target the following technique has been applied. 
Upon reaching the critical conditions defined by the criterion (1 1) the stress in the particular element is set 
to zero and the element is eliminated from further calculations. This operation creates a new free surface 
inside the target plate giving rise to a new reflected wave, one example is shown in Fig.4 for impact 
velocity Vi=160 m/s and time t=3.614 ps. 

a) 
Figure 5. 

Fig.5, shows the sequence of calculated free-surface velocities without spalling (no criterion assumed) and 
wlth spalling (criterion-eq.(l I)), at increasing impact velocities for aluminum alloy A1 7020-T6 ( flyer 
plate thickness 5mm, target thickness 10rnrn). When the incident velocity increases, the spall peak of the 
free surface velocity becomes more and more evident. The free surface velocity is well reproduced by 
those simulations, Results shown in Fig.5 demonstrate occurrence of the new free surface in the interior of 
the target material, one example of the contour plot is shown in Fig.4. 

Simulation of the free surface velocities were obtained via elimination of elements in which critical 
value of the cumulative fracture criterion was reached, Fig.4. After appearance of the free surface in the 
target interior the remainder momentum in spalled section causes additional displacement of the external 
Part of the target. Such feature is of course observed experimentally. Since no fracture criterion in shear is 
Introduced the external part of the target can not be separated from the rest of the target. such mechanism 
of the complete separation was studied in [12]. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

The numerical analysis reported herein clearly demonstrates the ability to predict the spall process in the 
aluminum alloy 7020-T6. The cumulative criterion in the form of eq(ll) ,  introduced via the special 
procedure in the ABAQUS FE explicit scheme enables to analyse numerically the spall over a with range of 
impact velocities. The range of velocities studied was between 40 rnls and 280 mls with the pulse duration 
from 0,4 ps to 1.7 ps. Although the calculated temperature increments are not so high the numerical 
scheme applied permits for studies of temperature effects on spalling, including different initial 
temperatures, from low to elevated. The wave mechanics analysed with the FE code assures detailed 
understanding of spall experiments by the plane impact technique. 

The numerical simulations performed for different loading conditions reproduce exactly, for the 
aluminum alloy studied, the dependence of the spall stress OF on pulse duration, Fig.2. An extent of spa11 
damage in the target plate can be estimated numerically at different impact velocities including thermal 
effects. This could help in the design of new experiments. 

Finally, the numerical FE scheme combined with the cumulative spall criterion, eq.(l 1), is able to 
reproduce the "pull-back" velocities of the free surface, Fig.5, caused by the creation of the internal 
spalling, Fig.4. In general, this numerical scheme makes possible predictions of the spall experiments, 
limiting at the same time a number of tests, which are complicated and expensive. 
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